
 

Browick Road Primary and Nursery School 

Parent’s Forum 12 June 2018; 9-10am 

 

In attendance 

Pauline McMullan (PM) – Head teacher 

Jeremy Wiggin (JW) – Chair of Governors 

Rachel Christian – Parent Governor 

12 parents 

Introduction 

JW welcomed everyone and used a Powerpoint presentation throughout, which is available as a 

separate link link on the governor page of the school website. 

 

Year 4 Residential 

Four children from Y4 gave a very confident presentation on their own personal experiences from 

the Y4 residential.  yhey received a well deserved round of applause. 

Summary of 2018 Parent Survey 

JW went through a summary of the key findings from the 2018 Parent Survey.  PM mentioned that 

parents have been contacted who had asked for a follow up discussion. 

Question – In terms of the question about bullying, could there be a ‘Not Applicable’ box? 

Answer – Yes, we will look at that 

Question – In terms of the question about transition from an infant to primary school, could parents 

of Reception children be answering ‘Don’t know’ because they don’t know any different? 

Answer – Yes, we believe that is the case.  For next year, we won’t have that question as a lot of 

parents won’t know the school previous to the transition 

JW mentioned that the use of ParentMail by the school is important in terms of getting information 

out to parents/carers quickly.  yhis is the reason the school asks people to subscribe.  Where 

possible and relevant, information is also provided in paper format.  It was mentioned by a parent 

that Wymondham High School only use electronic means of communication. 



yhere were no further questions regarding the parent survey. 

Routes/Parking: Avenue Road 

JW summarised the content of the Powerpoint slide regarding parking outside the school and the 

walking routes to the school. 

Question - What about speed bumps?  Wouldn’t be so budget heavy. 

Answer - Speed bumps would still require a budget and initial discussions with Cllr Joe Mooney and 

the County Council indicate that this is not readily available.  JW is speaking to colleagues at the 

County Council regarding the option for Wymondham to be considered for a market town transport 

assessment, where transport issues such as those affecting the school could be properly considered. 

Question - Budgets coming above children’s safety is infuriating.  Is it not a mitigating circumstance 

being so near a school? 

Answer – JW has spoken at length with Cllr Mooney regarding the use of County Councillor 

discretionary funding for transport works.  Cllr Mooney states that he has already committed 

funding elsewhere in Wymondham based on other requests from residents. 

Question - It’s not just our school.  yhese issues affect the wider Wymondham area. 

Answer – I’m not sure where we go from here.  JW committed to speaking again with Cllr Mooney, 

raising the concerns and disappointment of parents raised at the Forum 

Avenue Road/Ayton Road: 

JW asked parents whether the greatest concerns were around the lack of a formal crossing at Ayton 

Road or whether it was around dangers crossing Avenue Road. 

Answer – It is very hard to say one if more important than the other.  On balance, Avenue Road is 

considered more dangerous and should be focussed on. 

Parking: 

Question – Could we use Facebook to get parking message out – people may be more inclined to 

read a Facebook post than a poster on the railings or a message in the school newsletter?  yhere is 

also the need to ensure the parking message goes to Busy Bees parents too 

Answer - We can certainly look at this.  PM mentioned whether we should consider something along 

the lines of community speedwatch? 

Question - More signage is needed, bombard the area. 

Answer – New, formal, ‘No parking’ signs are to be erected outside the school entrance.  

Appropriate permission is needed to erect signs, which will need to be considered. 

Question - It’s not just our school, it’s a wider community issue, it’s every child. 



Answer – JW mentioned that raising concerns at MP level would be the next step – JW is happy to 

follow this up.  yhe school cannot spend school funding on addressing parking issues as these funds 

need to be spent on children’s education. 

General questions: 

Question (submitted by email) - yreatment of humanism in RE and assemblies; the RE Council 

recommends that non-religious worldviews should be given an equal footing with religions in RE, but 

my children tell me they have never covered humanism in class, and were very excited when Mrs 

McMullan mentioned it briefly in assembly recently! I would appreciate some reassurance that it is 

taught fairly. 

Answer – PM outlined that there are two areas this falls into.  Firstly, collective worship, which is 

statutory and is government led.  Assemblies are meant to be primarily Christian.  As a school, we 

recognise modern society and have taken the stance of being values based.  Visitors planned for 

upcoming assemblies include a Humanist, someone from the Library, a visit regarding water safety 

and our traditional end of term Church assembly.  We are concentrating on British Values this term 

and assemblies very rarely have a religious content.  yhe second area is RE lessons; as a school we 

follow the Norfolk Syllabus, a majority of RE lessons have to be Christian but we also look at the 

main faiths including Judaism and Sikhism.  We have the option to select one element covering 

Worldwide Views; this was chosen three years ago and therefore in Y2 and Y6 children study 

humanism for one half term. 

Question (submitted by email) - Please could the school make some adjustments to routine to keep 

children safe when the weather is hot?  Could the Daily Mile be done first thing in the morning (the 

original idea of the founder), rather than the hottest time of the day? 

Answer – PM outlined that this is done at lunch time so that it doesn’t impact on learning time.  

Children are reminded to apply sunscreen and wear hats.  In the very hot weather, they have not run 

(2 occasions this year).  yhey always have the option to walk instead of running.   

Question - Have you seen a positive impact on education from the Daily Mile? 

Answer - We have had fewer incidents in the playground.  yhose we do have tend to have are  

accidents rather than behaviour issues. 

Question (submitted by email) - Please could the staff remind children to drink and make sure they 

have time to do so?  My 6 year old claims they're not allowed to drink in class, and that if they're 

near the back of the line coming in from break or lunch, they don't get time.  I'm sure keeping the 

children hydrated would be good for their behaviour and schoolwork, as well as their health. 

Answer - PM outlined that children always have a drink when they come in from playtime.  Cups are 

available in classrooms all the time.  We have recently installed water fountains on the playground 

and field (issues with these will be resolved next week).  yhe only time children may be asked to wait 

is during teaching time on the carpet. 

 

 



Issues raised in Parent Survey 

A number of questions are raised in the 2018 Parent Survey and these are presented at the Forum. 

Feedbacd on child’s learning / progress 

Answer - PM outlined that we always have cafes and sit & sees for parents to witness their children’s 

learning.  A parent mentioned that contact books are also great for conversation with the teacher as 

they are answered very quickly, in their experience. 

Clubs 

Answer – PM outlined that our approach has always been not to offer clubs before the summer term 

for YR children as we think they are tired and that the first term is for settling in.  yhere will be more 

clubs from the spring term next year that reception children can join. 

Class sizes 

Answer – JW outlined that in some cases we have no choice.  We always push to keep class sizes to 

30 but as part of the Fair Access Policy, which all schools in Wymondham adhere to, we have to 

accept children placed here.  All the schools are in the same position 

Governor minutes 

Answer - JW confirmed that we have 4 meetings a year and there will always be a lag as minutes 

from one meeting are not signed off until the next.  We commit to putting meeting minutes on the 

website and paper copies can always be requested from the office. 

Budget cuts 

Answer – JW said that we don’t feel a specific meeting is necessary to discuss budget cuts.  Parents 

can always email the Chair of Governors with any questions. 

Question - Are there any budget costs affecting the children? 

Answer - PM outlined that we are managing our budget very well as a school. 

School dinner portions 

Answer - PM outlined that a letter has been sent home to all children from Year 2 upwards.  We 

always make sure children are fed and not left hungry. 

Non-sports clubs 

Question - PM said that we feel we have a fair mix of clubs.  We can only offer so many clubs at any 

one time. 

Further Questions: 

Question - Payments for lunches online has worked really well, is there a way to set up a budget 

account so that we can pay in an amount after pay days etc to have money sitting in the account 

rather than finding money every time a trip letter comes home? 



Answer – PM outlined that this is certainly something we can look into. 

Question - PM explained the situation in terms of school having difficulty securing a regular 

swimming slot at Wymondham Leisure Centre.  Parents were asked whether we should ask parents 

to contribute towards the cost of transport to a swimming pool outside of Wymondham but have a 

regular slot or whether we should continue the current arrangement of seeking a slot at 

Wymondham Leisure Centre, even if this meant a slot every other week. 

Answer - the consensus from parents was to use Wymondham Leisure Centre and focus on non-

swimmers as many children swim out of school already and parents will not want to pay twice 

towards swimming. 

Question - PM asked if any parents would be willing to join a working group with Stephanie Lyall and 

herself. 

Answer – 3 parents put themselves forward for this and were thanked for volunteering. 

 

JW thanked everyone for attending. 

yhe Forum closed at 9:55am. 


